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LED Wall Washer Strip Light Use Manual-Single Color
Before Installation
1. When purchasing low voltage LED strips, Please check all parts of the product are in well founctional condition.

Unroll the LED strip light 
vertically.

DO NOT twist the LED strip 
light during installation.

DO NOT fold the LED strip 
light during installation.

The bending radian must 
be wider than 5.9in.

≥5.9in

DO NOT bend the LED strip 
light horizontally.

DO NOT plug in to power 
directly.

DO NOT cover the LED strip 
light with any material.

DO NOT power the strip 
light while its still coiled.

Handle Products with Care

4. Always make sure to have electrostatic ring or electrostatic gloves prepared for LED strip light installation. 

Electrostatic Ring Electrostatic Gloves

3. Always turn off the power at circuit breaker before any LED strip light 
     installation. 

2. Before installation, always test the connection to ensure that the LED 
     strip lights are operating correctly. If there is any issue with the LED    
     strip lights before installation, please contact our customer services for 
     returning and exchanging. 

5. Installation and connection of LED strips should be performed by a qualified professional, and follow all the safety 
     regulations.
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Connecting Accessories

Connection Instructions

Power Lead
GL-WW-PL-S

End Cap
GL-WW-EC-C

Splice Connector
GL-WW-SC-S GL-WW-JP-S

Jumper Connector

A1

A1

A1

FPC

PU Tube

CUTTABLE

Installation Instructions

1. Take out the already cut wall washer strip 
light. Then use a screwdriver or other tools to 
leave a gap (A1) between FPC and PU tube. 

2. Insert the PINs of any connector in connect-
ing accessories listed above into the gap (A1) 
all the way in. 

3. Fill the gap between the connector and the 
wall washer strip light with UV glue. Wipe out 
any excessive glue that is not in the gap. 

4. Use UV lamp to light up around the con-
nection joint, until th glue solidified. (It is 
recommended to wait over 10 seconds with 
industrial UV lamp). 

1. Before cutting the LED strips, always mea-
sure and calculate the length and check the 
splitting lines on the strip which shows you 
where to cut on the LED strip light.

2. When cutting the LED strips, make sure to 
always cut into the splitting lines on the strip. 
The electrostatic ring is needed at this step. 

U
V

UV
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Strip Light Mounting with Aluminum Channel

Aluminum Channel 3021 
with Inner Clip

GL-WW-AL3021

PC Cover

Aluminum Channel 3021 
End Cap

Step 1

-Snap the Mounting Clips into
  aluminium channel and press it all the 
  way in. 
-Take out the strip light and press it into 
  Mounting clips until they snap. 

Step 2

-Push the End caps into aluminum 
  channel.
-Press down the PC cover gently. 
-Peel off the protective film on  top of 
  PC cover. 

GL-WW-AL3021-EC

Mounting Clip

GL-WW-MCL

Method 2: 
-Use screwdriver and screws to lock the 
  mounting clip to choosen surface.
-Press down the wall washer strip light  
  until it snaps into the clips.

Method 1: 
-Remove the protective film from 3M 
  adhesive tape on the wall washer strip 
  light. 
-Press the strip light down gently onto 
  the surface.

Strip Light Mounting Directly
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Aluminum Channel 3021
Extend Connector 

Aluminum Channel Extention

-Turn over the aluminum channel. 
-Take out the two connection pieces 
  and push them into the two slots in 
  aluminium channel.

Aluminum Channel Mounting Methods

Aluminum Channel 3021 
Mounting Clip

GL-WW-AL3021-MCL

Method 1: 
-Use a screwdriver to install mounting  
  clips to choosen surfacde. 
-Snap the aluminum channel directly  
  into the mounting channel clip and 
  press it all the way in. 
-Install the strip lights using the 
  preferred method listed above into 
  aluminum channel.

Aluminum Channel 3021 
Adjustable Bracket

GL-WW-AL3021-AJB

Method 2: 
-Use screwdriver to install adjustable 
  bracket. 
-Fix aluminum channel into adjustable 
  bracket. Then lock the bracket to the 
  edge of aluminum channel with a 
  hexagon screwdriver. 
-Install the strip lights using the 
  preferred method listed above into 
  aluminum channel.

0° 90°60°30°

GL-WW-AL3021-EX


